FAQ on the eligibility criteria - National Coding and Robotics Challenge 2020
A hearty congratulations to you on taking the initiative to join India's biggest National's Coding
and Robotics Challenge! As we are nearing the NCRC 2020 closure, we understand that you
might have some questions popping in your mind.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is the last date to register for NCRC 2020 ?
How to submit the project for evaluation?
What is the last date for project submission ?
How do I get the votes ?
How do I get a chance to be the Finalist?
What is the minimum eligibility criteria?

We understand that it is overwhelming but do not worry, we are here to support you.
1)What is the last date to register for NCRC 2020 ?
Last date to register for NCRC competition is20-Dec-2020
2) How to submit the project for evaluation?
Step - 1 : Take a nice video of you explaining your project( Make sure you are in front of the
Camera explaining it too :))
Step - 2 : Upload the video in your Facebook, YouTube, Instagram and LinkedIn profiles or
channels ( Create one if you don't have any!)
Step - 3 : Tag our Official Social Media handles and the event sponsors( so that we notice you
and reshare for more votes!)
Step - 4: Share it along with your friends and family and make them vote for you( Remember->
More Likes= More Votes!)
Step - 5: Login in your Profile and paste the links in the NCRC Page
If you have any doubts on any of these steps above, feel free to reach out to us at the
Product Support Team Chat window, at the bottom right corner of your screen!
3) What is the last date for project submission ?
The last date to submit your project for evaluation is 31 December 2020.
4) How do I get the votes?
Once the project video is uploaded in your Social Media, make sure to tag SP Robotic Works,
FunCity India, Tourism Malaysia, Sterling Holidays, Study Malaysia, Toy House, Provoke
Magazine and TiE Chennai and share the post among your friends and family. Each LIKE 
for
the post will be considered 1 VOTE.

5) How do I get a chance to be a Finalist ?
Now, improve your points so that you are sure to be selected as a winner. Below is the %
weightage for each criteria which can help you be one among the top 100
●
●
●

FB, LinkedIn & YouTube Votes - 30%
Course Completion score (You can check your Teaser Questions Avg. Score 
here 20%
Time taken for Project Submission (We prefer 7 days after you complete the course) 10%

The remaining weightage is with Jury.
If you want to check your position, go and check out the Leaderboard page to know your
chances! (
https://sproboticworks.com/user/ncrc/leaderboard)
6) What is the minimum eligibility criteria?
The Finalists will be selected based on the below weightage of points and the selection by the
Jury will be final.

Criteria

Weightage Percentage

Minimum
eligibility
criteria

FB, LinkedIn & Youtube votes

30%

450
Likes
collectively

Course completion

20%

80% avg Score

Project Submission timeline (From the time
10%
of course completion)

7 Days

Sportsmanship (Referral votes)

1 referral

10%

The participant who meets the most line items in the Minimum Eligibility Criteria will be selected
and the decision of the Jury would be final.
Note: Please be informed that the voting for the projects through social media will be closed by
7th January 2021 - 11:59:59 PM. Any votes after the said time will not be considered while
counting.
Hurry up, now complete your project and submit them ASAP! Looking forward to being
awestruck by your creativity. For any queries feel free to contact us at 1800-121-2135 or send a
mail to info@sproboticworks.com

